Go’morgen Danmark
Learn10 featured on Danish TV2
“The idea behind this site is that you can learn a new language by learning
10 new words per day. In this way you can brush up your language skills.
Besides, you can also hear how words are pronounced.”
theNEXTweb
Learning a new language just got interesting
‘The beauty of Learnit is the elegance. It tells you what the curriculum for
the day is and then silently just hangs around in the background waiting for
that moment that your attention wanders and you’re ready for another dose.’
Download Squad
Learn 10 words a day, get better at a foreign language
“essentially a web gadget that quizzes/flashcards you with 10 words a day in
the language you would like to learn. You sign up for an account, pick your
language, add it to your Google homepage (optional), and get busy
memorizing. In a hundred days, doing 10 a day, you’ll have your 1000
words, and be ready to rock with the best of them.”
Lifehacker
Learn a Language Ten Words at a Time
“making a small but committed effort every day to building your skills will
likely be far more helpful than that two-language dictionary gathering dust
on your bookshelf”
MakeUseOf
Learn Foreign language by 10 Words Every Day
“helps you learn foreign language by teaching you 10 new words every day.
To get started, simply complete quick sign up and choose the language you
want to learn.”
Mashable
Learn a Language through Web “Brand” Immersion
“What if you could take the theory of brand recognition and apply it to
learning a new language? You’d essentially be taking the tactic of immersion,
to some degree, in order to pick up on new vocabulary words on a regular
basis. A new application called LearnIt has begun to apply the theory of
brand recognition to the learning of a new language, using the web as a
giant billboard.”

